The effect of room acoustical parameters on speech reception thresholds and spatial release from masking.
In daily life, speech intelligibility is affected by masking caused by interferers and by reverberation. For a frontal target speaker and two interfering sources symmetrically placed to either side, spatial release from masking (SRM) is observed in comparison to frontal interferers. In this case, the auditory system can make use of temporally fluctuating interaural time/phase and level differences promoting binaural unmasking (BU) and better-ear glimpsing (BEG). Reverberation affects the waveforms of the target and maskers, and the interaural differences, depending on the spatial configuration and on the room acoustical properties. In this study, the effect of room acoustics, temporal structure of the interferers, and target-masker positions on speech reception thresholds and SRM was assessed. The results were compared to an optimal better-ear glimpsing strategy to help disentangle energetic masking including effects of BU and BEG as well as informational masking (IM). In anechoic and moderate reverberant conditions, BU and BEG contributed to SRM of fluctuating speech-like maskers, while BU did not contribute in highly reverberant conditions. In highly reverberant rooms a SRM of up to 3 dB was observed for speech maskers, including effects of release from IM based on binaural cues.